
Year 5:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know what the chassis, axels etc do in a car 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Revise what they learnt about axels and cars in KS1. 

Discuss the future of cars and the environmental impact of current technology and the move towards Electric Cars. 

Explain they are going to make a battery-powered vehicle, which can transport a pre-determined payload.  

Show collection of toy vehicles.   

Explore how they work (e.g. push along, pull along, rip cord-flywheel, wind-up clockwork motors, and battery-

powered electrical motors).   

Record the important common features: wheels, axles, a chassis to support the wheels and axles, and some way to 

make the toy move.  

Draw a simple sketch of a toy car, label the important parts, add notes to explain what moves it along and identify 

who it is for. 

Write ideas re who they could design a toy vehicle for, what it should do, what it should look like.  

Write memoirs/diary entry.  

 

Link 2:   know how to build a belt drive 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Review the term ‘chassis’ – explain they are going to make one for their vehicle, in form of simple picture frame. 

Model, then children make.  

Learn how to make the chassis stiffer and more stable. 

Learn about simple belt drive, compound belt drive, wheel and worm system, simple gear train, compound gear 

train.  

Discuss which is likely to be easiest to build into their toy.  

 

Link 3:   know how to make a switch 

Share read about cars. 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn how to make a push-to-make switch, on/off switch and reversing switch.  

Discuss how they might use each sort of switch to control their toy. (PTM needs to be latching or needs a timing 

circuit to run motor for ‘X’ seconds or a buzzer to create a momentary horn)  

Write memoirs/diary entry. 

 

Link 4:   know how to create a circuit diagram 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Use a push-to-make switch to control a buzzer, a push-to-break switch to control a light bulb, an on/off switch to 

control a flashing LED, an on/off switch to control a circuit with two light bulbs in series, and an on/off switch to 

control two light bulbs in parallel.  

Understand the circuit diagrams behind each.  

Discuss how they could build light and sound effects into their toys.  

Write an explanation of how one of the systems works and be able to draw them in their own designs.   

Provide writing frame.  

Write memoirs/diary entry. 

 

Link 5:   know how to build a body for the car 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Make a simple net to practice producing a card body shell they could use for their toy.  

Decorate them to give a variety of effects that could be useful for their toy, e.g. foil for radiator grill, glued-on-sand 

for texture, dark paper for dark windows, and coloured paper for go faster stripes, etc.   

Encourage students to try to create one of each decorative effect: shiny like metal, rough like some rocks, dark glass 

windows, striped.  

Write memoirs/diary entry. 

 



 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to make a functioning car/buggy that can move in 

a straight line 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Designing/planning buggy.  

Discuss who it is for – how will that affect design decisions?   

What should it look like?  What should it do?  Which technical systems will they use?  

Model completing design and planning sheet.  

Label ‘exploded view’ sheet to identify key components. They will have to include: a suitably strong but lightweight 

chassis (exploration of mechanical properties of materials) with axles and wheels so that the toy moves along. They 

will need an electric motor, battery, switch and transmission system (revision of gearing or introduction of drive 

pulleys and belts) so it will move in a straight line. Use a card body shell that will give the desired appearance.  

Write memoirs/diary entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know how to create a stiffened structure for a model 

Share read about Tudor theatre. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn to measure accurately in millimetres.  

Understand that this is the main measure for engineering and DT  

https://resource-bank.scholastic.co.uk/resources/5164   

Learn about the Globe theatre.  

Think about the best ways of making a stable structure into a Globe theatre. Revise what they know about 

structures and triangular joins.  

Mark out very accurately and measure the components to make a model Globe theatre.  

Consider different types of fixing and which fixing would be best and why.  

Write about their construction and how to stiffen the model.  

Write a brochure/leaflet/pamphlet.  

 

Link 2:   know how to making curtains that draw to close and open 

Share read about Tudor theatre. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Draw up a design specification for the inside of the theatre including moving characters; curtains that draw and 

lower.  

Consider the materials, processes and the order of actions to complete the inside of the theatre.  

Research Tudor theatre and consider adding authentic touches.  

Generate a inspirations collage.  

Create drawing curtains, lowering curtains, moving scenery.  

Use sewing techniques to make curtains.  

Write a brochure/leaflet/pamphlet. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to make a puppet 

Share read about Tudor theatre. 

https://resource-bank.scholastic.co.uk/resources/5164


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Research different types of puppet  

Create puppets using a range of materials to perform a play in their theatre.  

Develop a list of things to be done to make their puppets.  

Select a design idea, tools to make their puppets.  

Cut and measure and join accurately in mm.  

Evaluate whether their theatre has met its design specification.   

Write a brochure/leaflet/pamphlet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:         Spring 1 

Link 1:   know how to make a Mexican headdress 

Share read about Mexico. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Understand that they will be making a Mexican headdress for a Mexico day at the end of the half term. 

Research headdresses and what materials are included, design elements etc.  

Draw up a design specification to make a headdress.  

Adapt and improve their design specification based on what they have found.  

Conduct some market research to find out what people like and then adapt their specification.  

Select tools, materials, equipment themselves.  

Make their headdresses and then evaluate them against the original design specification.   

Write a biography 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create food for Mexico day 

Share read about Mexico. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Identify a purpose for the food they are going to make e.g. Mexican day.  

Draw up design specification.  

Write a list of ingredients, materials etc.  

Research recipes using IT and different Mexican foods.  

Learn some techniques e.g. chopping, slicing, grinding.  

Revise hygiene with different foods and ingredients.  

Test some small examples as prototypes and feed this information and customer research into their designs. 

Suggest alternative methods and ingredients when the customer research does not go well e.g. if too much chilli. 

Learn important skills about how to treat chillies e.g. not touching eyes etc.  

Weigh out ingredients and make the Mexican recipes for the Mexican day.  

Evaluate against the design specification.  

Write a biography 

 



Year 5:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how gliders fly 

Share read about Aeroplanes and gliders. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Study WW2 battle of Britain and D-Day gliders.   

Experiment with basic shapes to look at lift and glide.  

Hypothesise how physical properties will effect the glide time of the plane.  

Use IT to research different shapes. experience and adapt technical drawings showing shape, details and 

dimensions of fuselage, wings etc.  

Design a first iteration and model using recycled materials for testing.  

Evaluate the test and generate a second design based on feedback and findings. 

Evaluate their final product against the design specification.  

Write a diary/journal entry. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to use CAD CAM to build a glider 

Share read about Aeroplanes and gliders. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Understand the processes for CAD CAM.   

Produce a technical drawing. Use SketchUp in school and export for manufacture on their laser cutters (where 

expertise or facilities does not exist then use card templates to scribe onto foam board and hand cut).  

Assemble the gliders and test (external testers  may be essential) enter results. 

Write a diary/journal entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Year 5:         Summer  1 

Link 1:   know about technological and engineering advances in the USA 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn about technological wonders in America ie Empire state building, Hoover Dam, Golden Gate bridge.  

Use research and view film and photo clips to learn about how each has been structured and made firm/secure. 

Learn about key elements of construction ie foundations; building on solid ground etc.  

Look at clips of when buildings, dams and bridges fail and explain why they fail.  

Write about how and why technology helped made these structures a success.  

Write a factual account. 

 

Link 2:   know about how the Hoover Dam works  

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Study the hoover dam, its shape and form.  

Replicate the design in a water tray with sand and cement.  

How does changing the shape (from curved in plan), cross section, etc. effect the ability to hold water back.  

Can the design be improved.  

Sketch ideas and report/summarise on your findings after each iteration. Write a factual account. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create 

Share read about the USA. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Understand that sometimes structure are a human response to a developing problem e.g. coastal erosion on the 

east coast; over-population in New York, storm surges in London. 



COMPETITION   The world’s  cities (New York) are becoming overcrowded. The only way is up.  

Super cities are being proposed by architects.  

Design and plan to make a solution ie a tall building; a replica dam; a long bridge.  

Draw up a design specification and conduct research to solve the problem e.g. how can my tall building not fall 

down?  

Identify materials, and mark out and measure accurately to their design specification.  

Cut and join accurately to produce the best effect and use skills to strengthen and stabilise their models.  

Evaluate their final model against the design specification.  

Write a factual account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 5:   Summer 2  

Link 1:  know how to make a tepee and make it sturdy 

Share read about North American Indians e.g. Sioux, Navajo, Blackfeet 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Learn about the accommodation used by some indigenous Indians in the USA ie teepee., wigwam. 

Look at photographs and learn about how they were constructed and fixed so that they were stable. 

Practise using small prototypes, fixing skills and joining skills.  

Learn how to make a structure more sturdy. 

Understand that different tribes lived in different accommodation including caves.  

Understand that modern North American Indians remain and now live in reservations. 

In their DT books annotate their designs. 

Learn how to follow their designs including heights etc. 

Write about how they change their plans because of what they have found.  

Design an indigenous Indian dwelling and decorate in indigenous style decorations.  

Evaluate their product.  

Write sections for reference books/fact files.  

 

Link 2:  know about how to design a sustainable house/dwelling  

Share read about North American Indians e.g. Sioux, Navajo, Blackfeet 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Reflect on what is actually needed for a house to become a ‘home’ learn about  the future of housing in particular 

sustainable passive housing and their structures.  

Experience and annotate existing detailed architects’ drawings.   

Look at some images/video clips of a sustainable house with recycled materials.  

Design a simple replacement timber-based framed building for indigenous tribes in their DT books using reclaimed 

and sustainable materials.  

Think about adding recycled insulation and other sustainable technologies to improve the home in their designs. 

Make accurate drawings for their design which they can follow including measurements.  

 



Linked curriculum learning objective:      Make their design for a sustainable house/dwelling  

Share read about North American Indians e.g. Sioux, Navajo, Blackfeet 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: audience, market, user/ design brief/ function/ cross section/ 

exploded diagram/ drag, air resistance/ altitude/ thrust/ propulsion/ voltage/ circuitry/ arch, beam, cantilever/ 

aerodynamic/ air resistance/ running stitch, cross stitch, tack/ annotated drawing, technical drawing, CAD, 

working design/ gears and pulleys/  

Reflect on and evaluate their designs. What is actually needed for a house to become a ‘home’ learn about  the 

future of housing in particular sustainable passive housing and their structures.  

Suggest alternatives when problems are discovered.  

Identify the materials that they will need, and mark out and measure accurately to their design specification.  

Cut and join accurately to produce the best effect and use skills to strengthen and stabilise their models. 

Evaluate their final model against the design specification.  

Write sections for reference books/fact files. 

 

Bridging project 

Know how to make a broom 

Share read Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone 

Think about what a broom looks like. 

Look at images and video clips. 

Design in their DT books, using their forest schools skills, a Broom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


